
MORDA CE PRIMARY SCHOOL: Knowledge Organiser: Year 4 and 5 Spring term 2022 

The Roman Empire – Pompeii Mosaics           MOSAICS  

Key Skills Art Areas of study: Y4 and 5 
 

Key questions  

 
Investigating and Exploring 

Year 4 
Make a range of drawings in a sketchbook to record observations in detail, adding notes 

where appropriate. 

Develop some understanding of how artists, designers and craft workers, from different 

cultures and historical periods, develop, express and represent their ideas. 

 

Year 5 
Make drawings in a sketchbook and record observations of a range of artefacts and images 

studied annotating work and commenting on distinctive features.  

Practical knowledge and art history: Look at the images of the mosaics found in the 

House of Faun in Pompeii.  Focus on the sea creatures. 

 

Where is Pompeii?   

What was the purpose of the sea creature mosaic?   

What were the mosaics made out of?   

What shape were the tiles?   

How were they arranged? 

How do these mosaics help us to understand life in Pompeii in the second century BC? 

Discuss. 

Drawing 

Year 4 
Talk about the visual and tactile qualities of drawing and painting media. 

Begin to explore perspective by overlapping lines and shapes, and by blurring the edges of 

distant shapes.  

 

Year 5 

Use an increasing range of visual and tactile techniques for example lines and marks e.g. 

direct, meandering, accidental and intentional. 

Make images appear further away by making them smaller and making parallel lines appear to 

converge as they get further away from the viewer. 

 

Painting 

Year 4 
Combine paint and other materials effectively to create detail and texture.  

Mix shades of primary and secondary colours 

 

Year 5 
Use a wide range of painting techniques to create different effects.  

Use knowledge of colour families to create contrast. 

Create light and dark tones. 

 

Key Vocabulary: Andamento, Aristocrats, Marine, Opus palladianum, Opus regulatum, Pompeii, Tesserae 
Practical element of art: Mosaic Making 

Theoretical element: Pompeii mosaic discoveries   



 

To be taught about the mosaics found in Pompeii. To learn what sort of images the mosaics portrayed and why, to learn what the mosaics were made out of and why, 

to recognise the different arrangements of the tiles and to attempt to recreate them, to describe the differences and similarities between different practices 

and disciplines, and to make links to their own work. 

Disciplinary element: Mosaic Making 

Fluency: Drawing skills, painting skills, making and mixing colours, using a range of media, using a variety of tools and creating texture.   


